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This blog is the seventh instalment of our blog series on Defensive Assets: ‘OffenceOffence

wins games but defence wins championshipswins games but defence wins championships’.

 

We have spent the last 6 weeks reviewing assets that offer defensiveness and asymmetry

across asset classes. At the same time, markets have given us a real time demonstration

of how such assets can help shield portfolios from some of the pain. We have seen for

example that long duration US Treasury strongly rebounded initially, thanks to the

Federal reserve swift interventions and despite the recent correction in yields, US

Treasury 10+ is still up 20.69% year to date at the time of writing (24th march 2020).

Gold also behaved very well initially and then suffered from the liquidity squeeze but

it is also up 6.01% at the time of writing. Overall, they both helped to cushion well

prepared multi asset portfolios from the brunt of the equity losses (MSCI World net TR

Index in USD is down 25.84% over the same time frame). This instalment will focus on

illustrating how such assets could be used in portfolios.

The following analysis is done from the point of view of a euro-based investor, but

similar work could be done in any currency. As a first step, we will show a few example 

portfolios aiming to improve resilience through pure asset selection i.e. replacing

traditional investments by more conservative assets without changing the overall asset

allocation. This will allow us to analyse the overall impact of such changes. We will

focus next week on a more dynamic approach introducing systematic asset allocation

strategies that use rule-based mechanisms to create defensiveness like Vol Targeting

(regular rebalancing between high volatility and low volatility assets to maintain risk

around a certain level), Capital Protection mechanism (Constant Proportion Portfolio

Insurance….). In this instalment we will illustrate:

 

how some example defensive portfolios can potentially outperform more offensive

portfolios over the long term

 

how a well balanced risk return profile can improve the long term prospects for

investors

 

We will also look at recent performance to see how those example portfolios would have

behaved in the last weeks and months. 

  

Defensiveness through asset selectionDefensiveness through asset selection
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Avoiding loss and smoothing returns are some of the main objectives when it comes to

asset allocation. This is why so many investors have adopted a 60/40 portfolio which mix

40% of safer assets such as Bonds and 60% or higher risk asset like equities or

commodities as benchmark. This mix aims to provide exposure to the historically superior

returns exhibited by equities, meanwhile also granting the diversification benefits

available in Fixed Income assets. In this blog, we will use a euro focused, diversified

60/40 portfolio as the standard to which to compare some illustrative defensive

portfolios. Building on our previous instalments’ findings, we will use the following

two portfolios as example. The first one, the Illustrative Recession Portfolio, will

focus on risk reduction only without focusing on the rest of our framework i.e.

asymmetry & upside potential, or valuations. The second, The Illustrative Defensive

Portfolio will aim to invest in the assets that our framework has uncovered i.e. assets

that balance risk reduction and upside potential to deliver a more versatile investment

profile, which can be more suited to uncertain times.

 

Source: WisdomTree. March 2020. Europe Equities is proxied by the STOXX Europe 600 net total return index. 

Enhanced Commodities is proxied by Optimized Roll Commodity Total Return Index. Gold is proxied by the LBMA Gold

Price PM Index. Silver is proxied by the LBMA Silver Price index. EUR Aggregate is proxied by the Bloomberg

Barclays EUR Aggregate TR Index. EUR Treasury AAA  is proxied by the Bloomberg Barclays EUR Aggregate Treasury AAA

TR Index. US Aggregate is proxied by the Bloomberg Barclays USD Aggregate TR Index. US Treasury is proxied by the

Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Treasury TR Index. EUR Treasury Enhanced Yield is by the Bloomberg Barclays EUR

Treasury Enhanced Yield TR Index. Global Equity Min Volatilty is proxied by the MSCI World Min Volatility net TR

Index. Global Quality Equities is proxied by Wisdomtree Global Quality Dividend Growth net TR Index.

 

In the Illustrative Recession Portfolio, we start by replacing the European equities by

a Min Volatility approach to developed equities in an unhedged version. This will

benefit the portfolio in 3 ways:

1. the geographical diversification away from Europe will improve the risk-return

profile

 

2. the Min Volatility approach will create strong defensiveness as described earlier

 

3. the currency exposure, heavily skewed towards USD and JPY, will also add some

protection
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In Fixed Income, we focus on the assets with the strongest risk reduction potential as

highlighted in previous weeks, high rating local government bonds and government bonds

in a safe-haven currency. Finally, we add extra diversification using Gold unhedged in

US dollars. Such exposure coudl help the portfolio through the defensiveness of Gold but

also the US dollar.

In the Illustrative Defensive Portfolio, we want to illustrate the potential advantages

of more asymmetric assets (as listed in the previous instalments of this blog series) We

have therefore focused on developed equities with a quality twist using WisdomTree

proprietary approach. This approach will deliver similar geographical diversification

and safe haven currency exposure as in the Illustrative Recession Portfolio but with an

equity style that tend to be more all-weather than Min Volatility and therefore tend to

deliver some risk reduction with some upside retention. In this example portfolio, we

have also tried to increase diversification by introducing some Gold but also some

Enhanced Commodities. Finally, in the Fixed Income pocket, we focus on two strategies:

The Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate index to benefit from the usual defensiveness of the

USD dollars and US Treasuries but keeping US Corporates for the upside potential. And

the EUR Treasury Enhanced Yield which could deliver to the portfolio the risk reduction

of government bonds but with extra duration which could add diversification and extra

yield which could improve the long term.

 

Reducing drawdowns with the Illustrative Recession and Illustrative DefensiveReducing drawdowns with the Illustrative Recession and Illustrative Defensive

PortfoliosPortfolios

  

In figure 2, we focus on the performance of the 3 example portfolios (rebalanced to

their initial weights to make sure that weights do not drift) during the 6 drawdown

periods. As expected, the 60/40 portfolio improves on pure equity but not by that much.

The Illustrative Recession Portfolio exhibits performance in line with expectations with

positive performance in 3 periods and only limited drawdowns in the other 3. The

Illustrative Defensive portfolios sit a little bit in the middle with 6 significantly

reduced drawdowns.

 

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. In EUR. The 6 well known equity drawdown periods used in this graph are the Tech

Burst (September 2000 to March 2003), the Financial Crisis(July  2007 to March 2009), the Euro Crisis I (April

2010 to July 2010), the Euro Crisis II (My 2011 to October 2011), the China Crisis (April 2015 to February 2016)

and Q4 2018.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

  

As discussed in the first blog of this series, most investors do not have a crystal ball

to tell them when to switch in very defensive assets like cash i.e. just before the
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drawdown. Therefore, they would need to stay invested in that type of assets for long

periods in preparation for possible shocks. This is why it is important to balance the

risk reduction with the upside potential of the considered investments. While Figure 2

focuses exclusively on performance in equity drawdowns, in Figure 3, we use a more

holistic approach to compare the 3 example portfolios, looking at performance across

business cycles. Through that lens, the advantages of the example portfolios appear very

clearly. In Figure 3, we have split the last 20 years into 4 types of periods using the

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) Composite Leading

indicator (“CLI”). The CLI has been designed to decrease a few months before the economy

starts to slow down or increase before the economy restarts. So, a strong decline in CLI

tends to indicate a probable downturn in equity markets for example. Clearly, the

Portfolio 60/40 is merely a diluted version of Equities. The other 2 example portfolios,

on the other hand, exhibit unique behaviours. The Illustrative Recession Portfolio is

very steady with small increase in all type of periods being strong decline in CLI or

strong increase (similar to what cash could deliver). The Illustrative Defensive

Portfolio, however, exhibits strong risk reduction in period of economic slowdown but

also good performance in period of economic boom. By focusing on asymmetric assets, such

a portfolio aims to deliver an all-weather type of behaviour.

 

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. Period July 2000 to November 2019. Calculations are based on monthly returns in

EUR.

You cannot invest directly in an index. Historical performance is not anYou cannot invest directly in an index. Historical performance is not an

indication of future performance and any investments may go down in value.indication of future performance and any investments may go down in value.

  

It is easier not to lose money than to win it backIt is easier not to lose money than to win it back

  

Figure 4 highlights the value of being defensive over the long term. Over almost 20

years both example portfolios beat the 60/40 mix despite the last 10-year bull run and

despite the fact that they exhibit on average worse performance in good economic times

(See Figure 3). This is driven by an often-overlooked fact: to regain the money lost in

a 50% drawdown, an asset needs to gain 100%. So, if a volatile asset were to lose 50%

and then gain 50% the overall performance is -25%. If a less volatile asset loses 15%

and then gain back that 15 % then the overall performance is only -2%. This simple
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mathematical rule gives a fundamental advantage to more risk conscious portfolios. In

Figure 4, the Illustrative Recession Portfolio is doing very well almost entirely

because it did not lose money in 2008. Since March 2009, it has increased by 161% only

compared to 222% for Equities. The Illustrative Defensive Portfolio is doing the best of

all with the highest returns and lowest volatility despite showing a higher beta than

the Illustrative Recession Portfolio because it is more balanced and benefits from both

sides i.e. lower drawdown and positive beta to economic improvements.

 

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. Period July 2000 to December 2019. Calculations are based on daily returns in EUR.

You cannot invest directly in an index. Historical performance is not anYou cannot invest directly in an index. Historical performance is not an

indication of future performance and any investments may go down in value.indication of future performance and any investments may go down in value.

  

The results above are at the end of last year (2019) but what happened since them? Year

to date (at the time of writing, 24th March 2020), European equities are down -26.5% and

the Portfolio 60/40 is down -16.67% for that period. Both the example portfolios are

doing significantly better, the Illustrative Recession Portfolio is down -3.98% and is

outperforming the Illustrative Defensive portfolio which is down -10.3%. That is to be

expected with the sharp downturn in the markets that we have experienced in the last few

weeks. However, being invested in a very defensive asset like the Illustrative Recession

Portfolio starting in January this year would have been tricky. Markets were soaring up

to this point and timing a switch from higher beta to lower beta exposure early this

year would have been very hard. Assuming that investors have kept similar exposures for

Q4 2019 and Q1 2020, we observe that the Illustrative Defensive Portfolio would have

lost -6.44% versus -5.34% for the Illustrative Recession Portfolio illustrating further

than investors would have been better off investing in more balanced investments. It is

worth noting that the Portfolio 60/40, delivered -14.35% over those 2 quarters. This

gives us a real life example of the advantages of all weather type investment of which

the Illustrative Defensive Portfolio is an example, with its good defensiveness in Q1

and good upside profile in Q4 2019.

In the final instalment of the series, we will look at the problem of defensiveness

through a different lens by focusing on dynamic asset allocation instead of asset

selection.
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Unless otherwise stated, data source is Bloomberg, as of 31 December 2019.Unless otherwise stated, data source is Bloomberg, as of 31 December 2019.

  

  

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ Defensive Assets: Is playing too safe too risky?

+ Defensive Assets: Are all equity strategies created equal?

+ Defensive Assets: The duration your portfolio needs

+ Risk-on or Risk-off, what is driving currency performance?

+ Defensive Assets: Currencies, a powerful tactical overlay

+ Defensive Assets: Gold, a precious ally in the fight against equity drawdown

 

 

Related productsRelated products

+ Precious metals

+ Quality

+ Enhanced yields

+ Enhanced commodities

View the online version of this article here.
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Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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